
The Art of  Forgetting Part II: Francis Bacon, Anthony Bacon and The Merchant of  
Venice 
 
Introduction and overview 

 
Registered 22 July 1598; Mentioned performance 1598; Quarto 1600. 



 

Deals with the relationship between local and foreigner, the city and Jew, but in Venice rather than London.  

Written, it would seem, in 1596/97/early 98, there is a natural progression from STM/DCL (1593) and 

Apprentice Riots (1595), touching the same themes, but without provoking reaction by a strategy of  

substitution. 

The three interwoven plotlines: the bond, the caskets and the ring 



 

In this paper, we are looking at the bond. 

Also at the interaction of  the characters of  Bassanio, Anthonio, Shylock 



 



 

Falstaff ’s Arrest  



 

Yet the arrest does appear in Shakespeare. Falstaff  is arrested. 



 

in Henry IV Part 2 Act II Scene 1 



 



 

Date of  writing HIV II is after the arrest. 

It is a play which  leaves many questions hanging in the air. 

Why is Anthonio sad? 

What is the nature of  the relationship between Anthonio and Bassanio 

What had Bassanio spent all his money on previously to get into debt? 

What does the pound of  flesh represent? Why does Shylock desire it so much? 

Is it a comedy or a tragedy 

Invisible architecture behind the scenes 

Charging the play with deeply veiled references and resonances to archetypal themes 

Exploring these ideas by tracing certain themese 



FB/AB biographical details and resonances within the play 

The function of  the “pound of  flesh” in the narrative 

The sources of  the narrative, and how these have been shaped 

The marks of  identification left by the author 

In weaving these threads together, a story emerges. 

There is a “secret compartment”, an “easter egg” hidden in the architecture of  this play.To discover it, is to 

unlock the riddles at the heart of  this play, including the identity of  the True Author. 

Part One: Layers 

Compare the play with the biography of  the bacon brothers 

Trace the implications of  certain parallels which suggest themselves. 

reveal invisible layers behind the architecture of  the play 

Arrested for Debt 

Bacon’s Arrest 

Details of  the event 

Date: September 23 1598 

Giles Sympson 

Circumstances 

“this Lombard” 

See DuMaurier for more detail 

His defence: being on Majesties business 

The lucky escape: after dining with Sheriff  More 



Bacon’s arrest has been connected to the arrest in Merchant of  Venice, but this is impossible, as it comes 

after the registration, and most likely first performances, of  Merchant of  Venice. 

Part Two: Sources 

Follow the trail of  books 

Trace the origins of  these ideas in the sources which the Author of  Merchant of  Venice employed.  

Identify the author 

Starting point: Was Bacon’s arrest in 1598 connected to Merchant of  Venice? 

Part 1: Layers  
First official record:  

entered into the Stationers' Register by Andrew Wise on 25 February 1598 as "a booke intituled The historye 

of  Henry the IIIJth with his battaile of  Shrewsburye against Henry Hottspurre of  the Northe with The 

conceited mirthe of  Sir John Ffalstoff." 

entered into the Stationers' Register by Andrew Wise and William Aspley on 23 August 1600 as "the seconde 

parte of  the history of  Kinge Henry the iiijth with the humours of  Sir Iohn Ffallstaff." Jointly entered 

with Much Ado About Nothing.[173] 

We know that 1 Henry IV was probably written by early 1597 at the latest, and that Henry V was written by 

September 1599, so 2 Henry IV can be dated from early 1597 to September 1599. 

The Falstaff  arrest parallels Bacon’s arrest in key identifying details: 

Parallel defence to Bacon 

Parallel reference to Lombard, only occurence in the canon 

Parellel reference to dining 

Yet: it is curious how Merchant seems to prefigure the arrest, as it does contain an arrest for non payment of  

a debt, as its central plot point. 

Now we look closer at MoV and it’s sources 

Lombards/Jews/strangers 

Brief  history of  Jews in England 



Lombard’s goldsmith’s, pawnbrokers, bankers 

Overlapping category of  Lombard/Jew/Foreigner 

The problem of  usury 

Usury and biting 

Bacon’s Essay: the tooth of  usury be grinded 

Anthony and Francis Bacon 

 

Their bio in the 1590s 



 

Money issues and debt 

Return of  Anthony to London in 1592 

Relationship of  Anthony and Francis 



 

Anthonio loaning money without complaint = AB according to Spedding 

Borrowing from Giles Sympson 

Anthonio & Bassanio  

Anthonio has position, and means, and is willing to supply Bassanio’s requests for money 

Even to the extent of  going into debt, and being bound. 

This has given rise to much speculation as to their relationship 

Whatever has been read into it, the play states clearly: 

Relationship is “kinsman”. They are brothers. 

Two brothers, Anthonio and Bassanio, with the elder giving his bond for loans for the younger’s needs; and 

taking out a loan with jewish moneylender 



 

This relationship happens to describe exactly the situation with Anthony and Francis Bacon in the years 

1592-99. 

At the heart of  the play, is the relationship between Bassanio and Anthonio 

Situation in play parallels Francis/Anthony situation in 1590s 

We could say that, even if  it could be shown that the author was not aware of  it, the two characters happen 

to map identically on to the brothers, in names, in relationship of  kin, and in exact description of  their 

financial relationship during the years leading up to the writing of  Merchant of  Venice.  

Further, the relationship between them, the moneylender, and the terms of  the loan, have been amended 

from the source versions, and as a result of  these slight but significant changes, happen to match exactly to 

the real life circumstances of  FB and AB. 



Even if  the author did not have these two in mind, therefore, he has nevertheless exactly depicted them. We 

will come to whether it was intentional or not later. 

But next: if  these identifications hold, as they surely do, then some remarkable possibilities present 

themselves for consideration. 

The Pound of  Flesh 

 

The riddle of  the pound of  flesh 

The pound of  flesh is the focal point of  tension in the play 

The idea is not original to Shakespeare’s; it occurs in many stories throughout history and legend.  

Yet Shakespeare brings certain unique elements to the way it functions in his narrative version.  



 

It is a “merry” bond: there is some element of  jest to it, which does not seem apparent in the play.  

The play abounds with metaphors of  dining and food.  



 



 

And certainly, as usual, Shakespeare takes the source material and makes it into something much more 

special. So what is the underlying transformation that the author has made to the source material in this 

case? 

If  Bassanio/Anthonio are Francis and Anthony, then:  

The Pound of  flesh = a Pound of  Bacon 

Merry jest 

The bond is a merry bond, or sport, according to Shylock 

This is a unique Shakespeare addition to the story 

Good to mix jest with earnest: The Essays 

The Rabbi joke 



The pork and bacon references in the play 

Smell pork 

The Nazarite and the swine 

Rasher on the coals 

The gaping pig 

 

Portia 

Usury, Dining and food in Merchant 



 

Dining metaphors in the play 

Men feeding on each other 

Food taboos and cultural encounters 

Fear of  mutual incorporation 

Cannibalism 

The Christian holy communion 

the implications of  this identity 

With this identification, certain overlapping themes of  the play snap into focus 

The frequent references to dining and eating 



 

The relationship between usury and biting, devouring, and men eating each other up 

The codification of  cultural difference in the pork taboos separating jews from christians 

If  the pound of  flesh is a pound of  bacon, then answers might be found for questions which the play poses, 

including: 

What subconcious suppressed desire lies behind Shylock’s unexplained reason for wanting the pound of  

flesh? 

Why is the play constantly turning on metaphors of  eating, and dining, and on food? 

Why did the playwright introduce the idea of  the merry jest, or sport, to the bond? 

The plot tensions arising from these themes, and the questions that surround them,  have their focus in the 

plot device of  the pound of  flesh.  



This symbol encodes, via the biographical code, or masks the nature of  the repressed desire underlying these 

events: to eat pork, to break the taboo, to consume and devour the other, and in doing so, to dissolve the 

differences that divide man from man.  

Thus the tension is released; which is the function of  the jest. 

This inevitable consequence of  FB/AB mapping onto Bassanio/Anthonio, the pound of  flesh as bacon, is 

so apt to the dynamics of  the play, and to the hidden currents of  repressed meaning swirling around this 

potent image of  the pound of  flesh, that it is impossible to go back.  

Once the joke is cracked, it cannot be uncracked. The Bacon brothers are Bassanio/Anthonio, and therefore 

the pound of  flesh is a pound of  bacon. 

We can be certain that the author was aware of  it, because he openly references the jest several times within 

the play.  

As we will also show that it was written by Francis Bacon, we can be certain that this underlying equation 

was a conscious hidden compartment of  symbolic meaning concealed at the core of  the play, by the author..  

Heraclitus and Democritus 

The last line in DuMaurier Golden Lads 

Montaigne quote 

Montaigne Essay 



 

The sadness of  Anthonio and laughter of  Bassanio 



 



 

Heraclitus the weeping philospher and Democritus the laughing. 

Texts, paintings 

Emblem books 



 

Masks: the symbols of  theatre: comedy and tragedy 



 



 

The two masks associated with drama represent the traditional generic division 

between comedy and tragedy. They are symbols of  the ancient Greek Muses, Thalia and Melpomene. Thalia 

was the Muse of  comedy (the laughing face), while Melpomene was the Muse of  tragedy (the weeping face). 

Associated with the idea of  the Janus face, god of  doors and hinges 

Identified with Heraclitus/Deomcritus in Amsterdam theatre poem from drawings, 1638 



 
 



 
 
The Janus Signature 



 

A double-headed acrostic of  Fbacon is found on the first page of  Merchant 



 





 





 

It corresponds in the text at that point to a reference to Janus, and the happy and the sad co-existing. 

The First Folio includes the Janus figure in the ornamental W in William Shakespeare, on the actors page. 

The reference here goes to Anthonio/Bassanio as poles of  melancholy and laughter, as two in one 

The Layers Summarised So far 



 

The layers 

 

Bacon Brothers biography 

Anthonio and Bassanio 

Heraclitus and Democritus 

The bacon refs within the play and text 

Part Two: Sources 
Sources for The Pound of  Flesh 



 



 

Il Pecorone 



 

Main source for the bond story, and the Bassanio, Anthonio and Shylock characters 

With certain distinct modifications 

1558 Italy first publication 

Bassanio character youngest son left penniless in father’s will 

Certainly the framework for Merchant, yet crucial differences 



 

Alexander Sylvain 



 



 



 



 



 

Bibiography 





 

1576 



 

1579 

 



1581 

1582 



 

Compare with Bacon’s trips 

Compare with vandenBussche 

 

The Orator 

15th July 1596 entered in Stationer’s Register 

 

English translation by “Lazarus Pyott” of  a 1581 French book: The Epitomes of  Alexander Sylvayn 

Jew arresting a Christian 

Diseases of  the Purse link to Falstaff 



Based on Il Pecorone 

Lazarus Pyott  

Pyott is Anthony Munday, by use of  that name to translate Amadis The Gaul in 1594 

The Archer device on 1620 Amadis re-edition, as Munday 





 

Yet the prefatory material for Orator is not consistent with Pyott as translator, compared with that of  

Amadis 

Speaks of  being under authority to someone... 

the LP of  Orator claims the original work for himself  as the first fruits of  his oratory. 



 



 

Alexander Sylvain as Conqueror of  Nature, interesting epithet for Bacon.  



 

Originally published 1581 Paris, with some sonnets. 

Lombards and The Book of  Sir Thomas More  

London, 1590s: apprentice riots, rising food prices 

Hand D and Shakespeare 

Hand D and Bacon 

The play not approved/performed: too political and controversial 

Munday and Shakespeare collaborating, just as we will see with Orator/merchant 

Sources for Heraclitus/Democritus 

The DuNesmé poem 



Parallels 

 

Merry sport 



 

The world as a stage 



 

Globe and Fortune 



 



 



 



 



 



 

Atlases are theatres 



 



 

Theatres are globes! 



 

Some sorry bookmaker 



 

Bacon’s letter to Burleigh 

Sorry bookmaker 



 

Pioneer in the mine of  truth, as he said 



 

Advancement of  Learning  

Truth hydd in the mynes and deep caves 

Diogenes Life of  the philosophesr 

Democritus youngest son 

Inheritance issues 

Borrowing from brother 

The 1597 Essays 



 

Dedication to Anthony 



 



 

On Discourse: good to mix jest with earnest 



 
 

 



 



 



 



 



 
 
Books are Boats 



 



 

The swelling port reference: 

 in Il Pecorone the earlier obligations had turned on sea voyages, but clearly, Francis was not trying to fund 

sea voyages in those years. So if  he is Bassanio, what does he intend by the “swelling port” reference? What 

commercial, or financial activity could he be referring to, which is either related to boats in a harbour or 

some symbolic or metaphorical equivalent? 

In Bacon’s typology: books are like boats 



 

From the frontispiece of  Advancement 

To direct quotes, that as boats go out into the world exploring, and spreading knowledge and trade, so too 

do books sail out into the world, affecting civilisation and consciousness in no less a degree.  



 

In the end, the reference, and the play, is a carefully veiled nod to the bookmaking activities which the 

brother’s spearheaded, to use a term, in those years of  the 1590s.  

Some other parallels 



 

Hints from Promus: 

Taking out a loan to evade a debt 

Sciamachy 

All that glisters... 

Horace: who prevents a man from laughing when he tells the truth (page 55 \ledger) 

The greater and lesser lights parallel 

The Italian connection 

Mediocria firma in Portia/nerissa dialogue 

The Anatomy of  Melancholy 



Usurie reference 

Further source texts  

Nashe and the Unfortunate Traveller 

The music of  the Spheres 

Lord rasher on the coles 

Jonson EMIHM 

Gernutus the Jew 

Life of  Sixtus V 

Conclusion 

The Full Layer sequence 

The easter egg 

The easter egg is hidden in the Janus quotation/double acrostic 

It points to Anthony and Francis Bacon 

It reveals why the pound of  flesh is a “merry sport”. 

It reveals the creator of  the plays: Francis Bacon 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 

Time brings forth truth 

 


